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ABSTRACT
Beginning in 1981, the Bay Shore (New York) School

District initiated comprehensive changes in its instructional
program. The process, Which involved long range planning for
1982 -.987 and 1987-1992, used focus groups, survey data, community
input, and school-based feedback. Several of the overall goals of
these plans are concerned with assufing equal education opportuhities
for all students, regardless of socioeconomic status, race,
ethnicity, gender, or handicapping condition. This paper summarizes
the school district's efforts to bring about positive changes ano
increase student-achievement, and presents an overview of data and
results that indicate substantial wins by at-risk students. Bay
Shore's long-range planning, accomplished through a
participative-consultative leadership model, elicited contributions
from a broad cross section of the educational community. Major action
objectives of the two plans focused on instructional _Levelopment,
program evaluation, and staff development. Each of these three foci
has facilitated closing the achievement gap tetween White majority
t.lidents and Hispanic and Black minority students. The paper includes

discussion of the izplementation and evaluation of a full-day
kindergarten program, effects on minority group students and students
from lower income backgrounds, and referrals to special education and
remedial mathematics and reading. Students' achievement in
mathematics as measured by New York State tests rose from 87% of
students exceeding the State Refer6nce Point (SRP) to 100% of
students exceeding it, while reading achievement rose from 79% to 89%
or students scoring above the SRP. (AF)
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INTRODUCTION

Beginning in 1981, the Bay Shore School District initiated comprehensive

changes in its instructional program. Elementary curricula were revised; new

materials and instructional support were provided; a full-day kindergarten

program was initiated and a major emphasis was placed on staff development.

After five years of implementation, achievement soared. Students' achievement

in mathematics as measured by New York State tests rose from 87% of students

exceeding the State Reference Point to 100%, while reading achievement rose

from 79% to 89% of the students scoring above the State Reference Point.

Scores on standardized tests using the IOWA Tests of Basic Skills demonstrated

similar results. Gains for minority and disadvantaged childTen surpassed that

of Caucasian children and fewer studenti needed remedial assistande as per

Chapter I guidelines. A major study focusing upon the implementation of a

full-day kindergarten program yielded statistically significant results as

-weal as large effect sizes which document the above.

The *c...-* wh;ch follows summarizes the efforts which were initiated and

processes which were developed to bring about poritive changes and to increast.

student achievement. In addition, the article presents an overview of the

data and results which reveal substantial gaits attained by at risk students.
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MAXIM A DIFFERENCE

Long Range Planning

The Bay Shore School District is in the third year of implementation of its

second Long Range Plan. Beginning in 1982, the District initiated a process

of long range planning which involved focus groups, survey data, community

input and school based feedback. Several of the overall goals of both Long

Range Plans assure equal educational opportunities for all students,

regardless of socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, gender, or handicapping

condition.

Ensuring opportunities for all students becomes an especially important goal

for a district such as Bay Shore with its diverse cross-section of

socioeconomic and racial groups in the community. The District reflects a

microcosm of the United States with its very affluent population as well as

its low-income families; and with an Anglo population of'68%, black population

of la, and Hispanic population of 14. Thus, announcing publicly that the

District will educate all youngsters and enable all students to succeed

reinforces the commitment to all students which the Bay,Shore School District

has undertaken. This commitment and this forthrightness has led in part to

closing the achievement gap between minority students and majority Anglo

youngsters.

Bay Shore's model of long range planning, accomplished through a participative

consultative leadership model, includes representatives from the community,

teachers, administrators, secretaries, counselors, psychologists, parents,



Board of Education members, as well as the Superintendent. Thils an excellent

cross-section of the educational community has contri.buted to the academic

success of all students.

Major action objectives of the two Long Range Plans (1982-1987; 1987-1992)

focus upon instructional development, program evaluation, and staff

development. Each of these three focuses has facilitated closing the
-

achievement gap between white majority students and the Hispanic and black

minority students.

Within these broad goals and objectives, academic standards and expectations

have provided two powerful objectives to mobilize the District toward,

improvement. Through specific target dates and clearly defined measures, the

Bay Shore School District has improved the Overall elementary school programs

and the academic success of at risk students.

Goals and Objectives

Within the context of long range planning, the goals and objectives which have

impacted favorably upon students' achievement the most directly include the

following: outcome-based instruction, use of standardized tests for

instructional purposes, academic standards, expectations, grouping for

instruction, staff develolment, and program evaluation. Pertaining to the

elementary schools, an action objective which has resulted in significant

gains for minority students and Caucasian youngsters states that:



By September ,1287,,,, _each building Princip_al it conjunction with
building.4eVel faculty_ repreSefitatiOn,, Shan: ,aubmit a 03.:102,ciiiined
toward .mprovement of FHB Tot scores in Math,: .0444
Such plans shall be :developed, -by,. each''elementary and Middle s:tioof
prindips1 TegardleSS ,Of Whether' or..,not' 'FHB. 'Testa -are :adMiaiStered .

in a partieular building: -Further,. 'SUCh :plans shall ,describe.
term -(bli SepteMber 1992) 'ObjectiVeS deieribing ,Specific- achieveinent
gains which- will be cofisistent.- for',aiI*tudenta---and-rshall,lie so
measUred acrosi the MS; rade -and -seX Of -Students.. :Every, year-, an
annual Plan dederibing the yearly. :Objectives- afid activities
designed to realize -the lonr,term objectives, Shallbe, -stibMitted :. tothe Superintendent o-r I1S/her designee 14' glint 30 for the
forthcoMing SChool year.

Similar objectives pertaining. to student ,achieVement have been impleMentesi in

the Bay Shore Middle School and High School: objectives specific to-seMondary

schocls' measures of success. The Bay Shore Sehoei 'District has been :able tO;,

improve the achievement of itS yoUngSterS, especially- those student* -plaCed at,

risk by the society and by th4 eduLational syStera through Its elear1V defined'.

goals and objectives, ,its high expectations, az,d, its. long7rang piafinifig.

The Bay Shore School District even concerns itself with *tilde:its' attainments'

after graduatioh. Fpr example, the following objective .appears in 'the
Distriet's Long Range Plan: "Beginninr, with the class of 1992, it is the goal
of the District to have at least 80 percent of its graduating class enrolled

in programs of p'est-secondary education." Additional objectives focus ilpon

ensuring that graduating students receive college -Credit for their high schtiol
work. Thus, closing the achievement gap has been an outgrowth of setting
clear goals as 'well as'iiigh' goals, and ObjectiVes for all students.
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Curriculum Development

During the 1980's teems of teachers and administrators reviewed the curriculum

which had existed in the District. As part of an overall assessment and

program evaluation plan, it was determined that new curricula neeaed to -be-

developed in all areas of the elementary school prcgram. Since 1983, the

elementary program includes newly written and implemented curricula in the

following areas: mathematics, science, writing, readinsl, social studies,

physical education, art, music, child protection, and library media.

With each new curriculum, Board of Education adoption provided the support for

the implementation and the support for the resources necessary to ensure the
,1

success of the programs. At the core of the Board Of Education's suppOrt.

stood the concern for Students' success intheBay Shore Schools.. 'The solid

curriculc developed in the Discrict and the strengths, of the staff members who.

wrote each curriculum stand as two pillars upon which yoiingsters' acadethic

achievement rests. Without the strong foundation of an excellent

instructional program grounded in outstanding curricula, the results

demonstrated by Bay Shore students could not have been attained.

Staff Developfent

With solid curriculum and instruction in place, a comprehensive plan of staff

development for members of the Bay Shore School District provided the

important vehicle to accomplish lofty goals. Two significant objectives

embedded in the District's Long Range Plan appear below:



Action Objective #2: Staff Development

the objectives in thi long range plan are to be achieved, the
District must provide a comprehensive pin of staff development
for the various members of the District staff.

2.1 By September of 1988: ,every-effort will be made to have all
administrative and Supervisory staff participate in staff
developMent programs that focus on the following toPiCs:

2.1.1 Technic:Ides-of Program Evaluation;

2.1.2 Understanding and Meeting the Needs of MinoritY
Students;

2.1.3 Alternative Educational Strategies foi Student's, Who.
Are Economically, Culturally, or Socially
Disadvantaged,

2.2 By September 1989every effort wiil be made to have all
teachers participate in staff development programs that
focus on the following topics:

2.2.1 understanding and meeting the need
:stUdents;

2.2.2 altermativia educational strategies for

ecbnomically, culturallY,
disadliantaged.

s of minority

student who are
oir socially

Coupled with,strategies to improve overall instruction, the above cited

objectives have enabled the District's personnel to address the needs of the

et risk population. Through an extensive staff development program which has

received the esteemed recognition of AASA in 1986 and again in 1987, the Bay

Shore School District imf oved academic achievement of its minority students

and low socioecznomic population.

Full Day Kindergarten' Prograa

In 1981 when the Board of Education adopted its first Long Range Plan, the

Board emphasized that, "because we live in a time that imparts constant
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drones, the District has a responsibility to attempt to anticipate, the,needs

of the community." It further noted.that societal Changes reflecting more

one,parent families, two-parent bread winners....may reflect new community

needs." With that in mind, the Board made a commitmeAt tu cohduCi

feasibility study to determine the need for a full-day kindergarten program.

The study was conducted by a Committee Comprised of members of the community,

faculty, and administration.

In December 1983, the committee rrtport was presented to the Board of' Education

with the recommendation that a full-day kindergarten progran be implemented

effective September 1984. Following the Board adoption of a full-day

kindergarten program, a committee comprised, of all of the kindergarten

teachers, the primary principals, and ttio District coordinators was
-

established to design the full-day kindergarten.program.

The District administration provided overall guidelines to the committee with

mphasis that it was the intent of the District that the newly established

program would have an academic orientation reflected in the following position

statement:

The benefits of the full-day kindergarten program should-be seen in
greater academic gains for all of our students and result in fewer
students needing remedial assistance by the time they reach the end
of third grade. In other words, the full-day kindergarten program
should be academic in orientation with the greatest amount of the
full-day program focusing on the langlage arts, mathematics, social
studieS and science.

7



Full-Day Kindergarten Program:

Evaluation Plan

When the Board of Education approved the implementation of the full-day

kindergarten program, it asked that the administration devise an evaluation

plan to determine the effectiveness of the full-day program. It was noted

that the evaluation plan should emphasize student achievement. An ambitious

evaluation plan was established and implemented immediately following the

implementation of the gull-day program in September 1984.

The evaluation plan called for two major areas of study. The first area

pertained to attitudinal surveys while the second pertained tO' the study of

achievement. Results measured by achievement as well as attitudes indicated

that the full-day kindergarten program combine4 with new curricula, staff

development, clearly defined goals and objectives, and long-range planning

indeed made a difference. The overall success of Bay Shore's approach to

achieving results includes narrowing the achievement gap between minority and

majority youngsters.

RESULTS

Effects on Minority Students

Typically students from minority backgrounds are more likely to begin with

lower academic performance and gradually, but continually, fall further

behind. As a result, minority students are overrepresented among studen 3 who

are retained, referred to special education, and most significantly who drop

CI:
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out of school. Previous research has suggestsd that early intervention (e.g.

Read Start, preschool. kindergarten) and prolonged intervention are necessary

tu remediate these Oroblems.

The results of programmatic changes made in the B8f Shore elLment 4 schools

-- including both the full-day kindergarten and the new reading and

mathematics programs -- constituted ths typa of early and prolonged

intervention previous research has des---bed. Comparing the achievement of

minority students who benefited from the entire programmatic uhange to those

who did not experience the entire program determined the degree to which the

Bay Shore Schools began to meet the needs of itsminority students. Generally,

the results .indicated that minority students who 'had participated in the

programmatic innovations outperformed minorities who had not. These data

suggested that the combination of full-day kindergarten plus the change to

more systematic curricula in reading, mathematics and other disciplines was

particularly effective with minority students.

Bladk Students

Overall black students exhibited higher achievement when they experienced the

full-day kindergarten and the new reading and mathematics curricula. The Iowa

Tests of Basic Skills showed consistently superior achievement in mathematics

by blacks who experienced the full programmatic changes, ranging from 4 to 10

NCE's higher.

Similarly, black students who had been involved in the programmatic changes

scored much higher on the Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP) Tests and a much



h,gher percentage of them exceeded the State Reference Point on the PEP

reading test. In the cohort that had not exRerienced new curricula and full-

day kindergarten a rather low 58.1% of the Students passed the reading portion

of the PEP, whereas in the cohort that did have the new programs that

percentage jumped to 78.4% Clearly these results suggested that the

progr6mmatic changes made have been quite beneficial in improving academic

performance of black students.

Hispanic students

The achievement data for Hispanic students essentially reaffirmed everything

previously stated with respect to black student achievement. Hispanic

students exhibited significant and consistently large benefits from the

programmatic changes that were. made. On the Iowa Testd of Basic Skills

(ITBS), Hispanics averaged 7 to 9 NCE's higher in both reading and.

mathematics. As was true for black studenzs, Hispanic students also moved

from achieving around the national average, to scoring significantly above the

average by the end of the -hird grade. During grades one through three,

Hispanic students exhibited a steady increase in their reading and mathematics

achievement when they participated in the new programs. Similarly, Hispanics

in the 1984 cohort also performed much higher or the PEP tests, with

significant increases in the percentage of students who exceeded the State

Reference Point. Particularly notable is the fact that all ol the Hispanic

students in the cohort that had participated in programmatic changes surpassed

the State Reference Point for mathematics.
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Closing th.? Achievenznt Gap

Finally, it was important to look at the results of the minority students as

compared to their nonminority peers. Prior to the programmatic changes,

minority students began school behind white students in achievement, and

tended to stay behind or fall further behind. As stated previously, this is

an all too common occurrence. However, after instituting the fu11-day

kindergarten program and the changes in the reading and mathematics curricula,

this scenario changed markedly. The averages on the ITBS showed that

minorities were still behind initially (at the end of first grade), but that

the magnItude of the deficit was not nearly as great as the previous year-

Furthermore, by the end of third grade the Hispanic students had greatly

narrowed the achlevement gap with their white peers, to only 2 NCH's. For

black students the results were not as strong, but still exhibited positive

trends, particularly in reading where black students did not fall further

behind in achievement, as they had in the past. In mathematics, they narrowed

the gap slightly, whereas in the past they fell further behind in mathematicn

as well.

In sum, the results of the programmatic changes have had an important and

positive impact on che achievement of minority students. Tuis is especially

true in comparison to the achievement of their nonminority peers, where the

changes have halted the increasing growth of the gap in achievement. The

greatest gains, perhaps, have been with the Hispanic students who achieved

like their white peers by the end of grade three. Yet, there is still

woik to be done in helping black students further close %.he achievement gap.

11
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Effects on Students from Lower Income BaCkgrounds

Typically students from lower income families tend to have lower academic

achievement than their peers and similarly have much bigher rates of

retention, special education referral, and drop out. The achievement data for

the Bay Shore students who had not experienced programmatic changes exhibited

exactly these trends. Students from lower income homes scored significantly

below their peers on end-of-first-grade tests, and fell further behind each

year until the end of grade three. The instructional interventions needed to

break these trends directly paralleled those described previously for minority

students: begin interventions early and maintain them for prolonged periods

of time.

The results of the programmatic changes initiated in the Bay Shore Schools

have shown success in meeting the academic needs of students from lower income

badtgrounds. On the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, lower income students in the

group that experience'd programmatic innovations started out behind their peers

at the end of first grade, but by the end of third grade achieved comparably

in relation to their peers. These were very large achievement gains.

particularly in comparison to how students from lower income backgrounds

achieved previously. After benefiting from the programmatic changes

instituted by the District, lower income students not only performed better on

achievement tests, they also exhibited gradual increases in their achievement,

as opposed to the gradual declines of the past.



The results on the Pupil Evaluation Program tests paralleled those described

above. In the Bay Shore comparison groups who had not benefited from

programmatic changes, lower income students scored lower than their peers and

had a much lower passing rate after the institution of the programmatic

changes, lower income student& performed on an equivalent basis when compared

to their peers.

Referrals to Special Education and Remedial Mathematics and Reading

In general, the referrals to special education in the District during grades

one through three were rather low. Yet, after implementation of the

programmatic changes, and the corresponding gains in student achievement, the

percent of students referred to special education dropped to 4.9%, or only 12

students. This number and this percentile were significantly lower than the

national average which hovers around 12%. The improved instructional programs

may have resulted in less need for remediation and thereby eliminated the

social stigma that went along with being identified as a special education

student. Certainly this is one way to mainstream students: have effective

instructional programs that effectively meet students' instructional needs

without necessitating special education services.

In addition, the referrals for students in need of remedial assistance in

mathematics and reading declined sharply with the implementation of new

curricula and the fullday kindergarten program. Nearly ten percent fewer

sttdents in the entire fourth grade 'Lass were identified as needing Chapter I

remedial support. Here again, the programmatic changes, the curricular

innovations, and the fullday kindergarten effects impacted favorably upon the

at risk student population. A substanLial number of youngsters had been

13
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mainstreamed into regular mathematics and reading instructional programs by

the time they entered the fourth grade year. These results suggested the

importance of early intervention. sound curriculum, solid ir.tructional

programs, and additional support during the early primary school years.

CONMUSION

Although constantly striving to improve, the Bay Shore School District

reflects upon its initial successes in narrowing the achievement gap between

minority student achievement and Caucasian student achievement, and in

improving achievement for all. Through a variety of means including

comprehensive changes in program and curriculum design, long-range planning,

clear and forthright goals and objectives, staff development, and program

evaluation, the Bay Shore School District stands on the threshold of

developing an educational system designed to enable its students to succeed in

the twenty-first century. It is the overarching goal to go beyond that

threshold and ensure the success of all Bay Shore students during the next

century, regardless of youngsters' race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,

gender, or handicapping condition.


